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historical observations: the classics

these are the meteorological data that we measure
usually repeatedly

in a representative location





National Weather Service Cooperative Observer
Network (COOP)

measurements:
min&max temperature,
24-h precipitation,
snowfall & snow depth
time interval: daily
location: changes
infrequently



National Weather Service Cooperative Observer
Network (COOP)

ca

PROS: great for climate
long-term records
high-quality
decent spatial
coverage

CONS: 
no-sub daily data
decent spatial
coverage



North Carolina ECONet

measurements: 16
environmental
parameters
time interval: 1-min
location: changes
infrequently



North Carolina ECONet

Pros: 
large amounts of data 
unique measurements
sited well/fills gaps

Cons: 
period of record varies;
some gaps
not good for trends
analysis



the remixes: gridded and calculated data



PRISM gridded climate data 
 



calculated data: things we can't measure

fire danger heat stress



Fire Weather Intelligence Portal

calculated & gridded data
 



objective + subjective data: a little bit of science & art
 



downscaled data
from climate models



Cardinal & Station Scout
one-stop shop for (most of) your North Carolina climate data needs

products.climate.ncsu.edu



Trends plotter 



look at historical pointlook at historical pointlook at historical point
datadatadata   

download point datadownload point datadownload point data   

I'm a super userI'm a super userI'm a super user   

access gridded historical/access gridded historical/access gridded historical/
future climate datafuture climate datafuture climate data   

read about dataread about dataread about data   

Station ScoutStation ScoutStation Scout
   

CardinalCardinalCardinal   

e-mail use-mail use-mail us
(sco@climate.ncsu.edu)(sco@climate.ncsu.edu)(sco@climate.ncsu.edu)   

Clouds APIClouds APIClouds API   

climate blogclimate blogclimate blog   



upcoming!

March 2022: virtual open climate data workshop
(email ssaia@ncsu.edu)

1/31(pm) and 2/1 (am): SE Chapter of the National
Climate Assessment public workshop
2/3: Raleigh and Durham Urban Heat Island data
release



climate.ncsu.edu

@ us on twitter @ncsco
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